Iron Bow Technologies
Data Analytics Engineer
Chantilly, VA

Are you a Cyber Security enthusiast interested in learning methodologies and processing techniques to perform predictive analytics? Would you be interested in joining a team of engineering professionals who are experts at their craft, and work towards becoming a Data Analytics SME? Iron Bow Technologies is looking for upcoming grads to join our Professional Services and Engineering team and have the opportunity to become Subject Matter Experts in Data Analytics.

Responsibilities:

Be part of a development program with structured training objectives and targeted milestone achievements focused on learning data analytics and related solutions

Participate in meetings, calls and interactions related to specific data analytic solutions.

Perform validation of Splunk and other analytic solutions in a virtual lab environment

Perform in multiple areas of information security including computer network defense, continuous monitoring and analysis, enterprise audits, security compliance, security event monitoring and analysis, data management, analytic rule development, incident response and investigative support.

Perform Splunk Enterprise installations in lab and customer environments, integrate solution products with Splunk and related analytic tools, and develop applications and customer use cases solving critical issues.

Participate in ongoing training sessions and obtaining various manufacturer certifications associated with analytics, enterprise networking, virtualization and cyber security.

Qualifications:

BS degree in System Engineering, CS, Information Systems or Engineering Science. Minimum GPA of 3.35 is required

0 – 1 years of overall IT experience

Strong communications skills

Experience interacting with Windows environments, Linux, .xml, JAVA and other programming languages

Solid understanding of TCP/IP networks

Proficient with Microsoft Office products particularly Visio, Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook

Must be a U.S. Citizen

Apply online at: https://chk.tbe.taleo.net/chk06/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=IRONBOW&cws=1&rid=2227